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EDITORIALS.
0 CR campus is once more the scene of lifeand activity. Another summer vaca-
tion with all its sports and enjoyments
is but a memory and we are facing another col-
lege year as it stretches out before us offering
its possibilities of success and failure. With
the return to college comes the renewing of old
friendships, new duties, new interest in ath-
letics and perhaps best of all, the new friends
and influences which we are sure to meet. As
we stroll across the campus to take a look at the
familiar objects of our college home we note the
important improvements which have been made
in the building and apparatus during the sum-
mer, and as we see on all sides the bright am-
bitious faces of the largest entering class in the
history of the institution we feel that the fu-
ture success of our Alma Mater is indeed se-
cure.
In the midst of these bright anticipations
comes the thought that we are soon to losc the
man who has been foremost in the important
college enterprises for the past few years.
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These enterprises have been important to us
as students for they have drawn the attention
of the best and most highly cultured people,
not alone of Maine, but to a certain extert, of
the New England states, to the work of this
university. And what does this mean to us?
It means that the investment we make when we
devote four years of our life to the securing
of a college education is greatly increased, for
as the institution becomes more widely known
and its graduates are found to be more and
more trustworthy and capable, our chances for
a successful start in our life work is greatly
increased. Whether the man, who in a short
time will be chosen to act as president of this
institution, will be successful in as great a de-
gree with the college in its future enterprises
time alone can tell but we do know that as a
friend, as instructor, as college president, Dr.
Harris has ever been ready with his aid to
make the institution successful, and we feel
that we voice the sentiment of all interested in
this university when we say that his resignation
causes the deepest regret.
J1 Ji JS
T0 .the class of 1905 The Campus ex
tends
a hearty welcome, not only to the
courses of instruction offered, to the
buildings and to the campus, but to the various
interests and amusements which college life
affords. You are a large class and judging
from appearances you are a strong class, a
class capable of furnishing the best of material
for every college enterprise. Without doubt
you have entered college with the intention of
getting all out of your course that is poFsible,
and a very praiseworthy ambition it is too, but
don't make the mistake that many a smart man
has before you, don't expect to get all your edu-
cation out of your books. You will doubtless
realize in time that much is to be learned from
your associations with your instructors and
college mates, in short the college life of which
you are now a part will prove one of your best
instructors. The amount you get out of this
part of a college course will depend entirely on
yourself.
If you devote yourself wholly to your books,
although you may be a successful student, you
will find the time will come when you will wish
you had taken an interest in the various organ-
izations in the college. If possible turn out
for football practice, or if not that, try for the
musical or instrumental clubs, try your hand
at writing for The Campus and do your best to
win a place on the editorial staff, attend the
meetings of the debating society and the va-
rious lectures given; if you are sure you can do
nothing in any of the organizations you can
at least support the athletic teams with your
pocketbook and enthusiasm and subscribe for
your college paper. In short you can show in
many little ways that you are a real live man
and that you are earnestly trying to make the
most of your time spent in college and at the
same time make the college the better for your
presence.
NOTICE.
This number of The Campus is sent to each
member of the entering class. Unless notice
to discontinue the paper is given to the business
manager, Mr. P. E. McCarthy, 201 Oak Hall,
it Nv 1 1 be sent you for the year at the regular
subscription price of $1.50.
Let us suggest to you, members of 1905. that
you allow us to send you the paper. It is not
only your duty to support your college paper
but you need it. It will give a record of all
the principal events during your college ccursc.
Save your copies, have them prettily bound and
they will make you a tasty volume and years
later when you are an alumnus of this institu-
tion, it will be a source of satisfaction to you.
NOTICE.
Archer Grover has been elected Treasurer of
the Athletic Association.
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Strickland and Robinson, '03,
were on the campns recently. They
will not attend college this year.
A. L. Jordan, '03, is at work for
the Portland Electric Co. and will
not return to college this year.
E. B. Ross, '02, made a long visit at the Pan-
American Exposition during the summer aca-
tion.
Averill, '04, is ill with the typhoid fever.
Holmes, '02, and Davis, '02 have finished
playing ball on the Old Town team and re-
turned to college.
Connor, '03, is still working at Rumford
Falls but expects to return to college about the
middle of October.
The excursion to Moosehead on Sept. :el was
patronized by a few students.
Miss Estelle Perry, '03, will not return to
college this fall. She is teaching in Penobscot.
Miss Perying of Gardiner is taking Mr.
Crawford's place as stenographer and type-
writer in the office.
Miss Copeland of Bangor las entered the
sophomore class.
The new rooms of the University Art Guild
were open for the first time to the members of
the Guild and their friends Friday evening,
Sept. 20th.
The collection of pictures and casts have
been removed from the Mount Vernon House
and placed in the new building provided for it.
The collection presents a very pleasing appear-
ance and is worthy the attention of the stu-
dents.
Mr. NV. Porter Beck, formerly tutor in
Physics, has gone to Colby where be has charge
of the Physics department.
The bowling ally seems to be the favorite
place of amusement at present; it is used con-
tinually throughout the day.
Eldridge, '02, met with a slight accident in
football practice which will keep him out of
the game for the present.
T. E. Leary, '03, made an extended visit to
Buffalo, Niagara, Montreal and Quebec during
his summer's vacation.
Every room in Oak Hall is now occupied and
several have even three students.
The first chapel was held Sept. 19. In the
afternoon a short service was held in memory
of our late President. The service, as used
at the President's funeral, was read and special
music furnished.
Mr. A. B. Comins has resigned his position
as steward of the Commons and Mrs. Jeannette
A. Knights has succeeded to his duties. The
Oak Hall hoarders are loud iii their praise of
the board she is giving them.
A recent vote of the faculty allows work
done at the Marine Biological Laboratory at
Woods Holl to be taken as an equivalent for
work in Biology at this university. Prof.
Drew has had charge of one of the laboratories
at Wood's Holl during the summer vacation.
A. S. Ward, '05, has a barber chair at 103
Oak Hall.
The efficiency of the water supply has been
increased by the purchase of a motor for use
at the pumping station.
Prof. NV. M. Munson has returned from his
year's leave of absence and taken up the work
of his department. During the last Commence-
ment he received the degree of Ph. D. from
Cornell University and was elected a member
of the honorary fraternity Sigma Xi.
Among the new apparatus purchased dui ing
the summer vacation is a 150 h. p. Babcock and
Wilcox water tube boiler for the heating sta-
tion, and a Reichsanstatt photometer and a bal-
listic galvanometer for the department of
physics.
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The rooms of the Mount Vernon House
have been papered this summer much to the
satisfaction of the girls who occupy it entirely
this year.
The Y. M. C. A. hand book which was dis-
tributed at the beginning of the term is a very
complete and useful little publication, not only
te the entering class but to the upper cla.ssmen
as well. It contains a brief sketch of all the
college organizations, a complete map of the
campus and the present athletic records togeth-
er with many other items of interest not easily
found in any other college publicatior. It
would seem difficult to improve either the de-
sign or printed matter in this year's edition.
4414++
CLASS OF 1905.
Up to Sept. 25th 127 students have registered
in the entering class. Of this number 92 are
registered in an engineering course;
15 of these students come from
Massachusetts; one from Connecticut;
one from New Brunswick and one from
Florida. This is the largest class that ever en-
tered a Maine college. The names of the new
students are as follows:
Curtis E. Abbott, Locke's Mills; Harry A.
Adams, Portland; George P. Allen, West Gi ay;
Ralph H. Alton, Lynn, Mass.; Bertram E.
Ames, Lynn, Mass.; G. 0. Armstrong, St.
John, N. B.; Herbert A. Bachelder, East Win-
throp; Charles S. Bailey, Auburn; E. F. 'Bailey,
North Anson; Florence Balentine, Orono;
Harry J. Bean, North Anson; Edwin F. Bearce,
Auburn; George NV. Beattie, Old Town; Car-
roll Bell, Whiting; Harry D. Benner, Waldo-
boro; George K. Borikoff, Wakefield, Mass.;
Harry G. Blaisdell, Bangor; Ralph G. Blodgett,
Warren, Mass.; Archer N. Brown, Stillwater;
Alfred NV. Burt, Warren, Mass.; George A.
Carle, Portland; Claude E. Caswell, Gray; A.
S. Chalmers, Bangor; B. H. Chattot, East Sur-
ry; Walter B. Clark, Houlton; Harold S.
Churchill, North Buckfield; Lincoln R. Colcord,
Searsport; Arthur NV. Collins, Fort Fairfield;
Ernest S. Cotton, Cumberland Mills; Benj. M.
Cowan, Biddeford; E. Lester Cowan, West
Hampden; Harry D. Cowles, Athol, Mass.;
Harry Crocker, Old Town; Joseph W. Crowe,
Rumford Falls; E. Earl Curran, Bangor; Hen-
ry K. Dow, Old Town; Robert R. Drummond,
Bangor; Ralph H. Fifield, Dexter; Frank L.
Flanders, Belfast; H. C. Foss, Farmington;
Prentiss E. French, Turner; William E. P.
Fullam, Portland; F. H. McGregor, Montague;
Charles M. Hamlin, Orono; Clarence N. Har-
low, Brewer; Bartle T. Harvey, Orono; Ralph
NV. Haskell, Westbrook; Andrew J. Hayes, Ox-
ford; Roy E. Higgins, Brewer; Edward K.
Hilliard, Old Town; Horace A. Hilton, Ban-
gor; Thomas V. Hodges, Boston, Mass.; Andy
S. Hoyt, Dover; George K. Huntington, Lynn,
Mass.; William A. Kendrick, Lynn, Mass.;
Frank NV. Kay, Sturtbridge, Mass.; Orman L.
Keys, Stetson; C. D. Kittredge, Milo; Charles
L. Lang, Harrison; Frank E. Learned, Water-
ville; John G. Longfellow, Monmouth; F. H.
McGregor, Bangor; NV. J. Macfarlane, Pitts-
field; William S. Maddocks, Old Town; Hiram
B. ,Malcolm, Gardiner; Walter B. Manson,
Gardiner; Lloyd Martin, Old Town; John May,
Rockland; Francis NV. McNamara, Oldtown;
James H. McClure, Bangor; John A. McDer-
mott, Biddeford; John N. Merrill, Jr., Skow-
hegan: Lester H. Mitchell, West Newfield; P.
R. Moody, Biddeford; Clare J. Moody, NV in-
terport; Harry D. Mosher, Bowdoinham; Cor-
nelius P. Murphy, Old Town; Ernest E. Nod-
din, North Anson; Charles A. Pennell, Gray;
Newall R. Perkins, Skowhegan; Wm. E.
Phipps, Yarmouth; Merrill Plummer, Add:son;
John F. Pooler, South Brewer; Mabel F. Pow-
ell, Orono; C. Homer Prouty, Northloro,
Mass.; W. F. Quinn, Munson, Mass.; Jas. L.
Race, Boothbay; Benton R. Read, Charlestown,
Mass.; Clarence Reed, Waldoboro; Alfred NV.
Roberts, Anson; Elmer G. Rogers, Topsham;
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Robert F. Rogers, Topsham; Raymolid F.
Rogers, Belfast; Freeman M. Sampson, Gor-
ham; Roy G. Sands, Foxcroft; Caleb W. Scrib-
ner, Patten; Walter J. Shaw. Orono; Elmer B.
Silvernail, Daytona, Fla.; S. B. Skiilings,
Westbrook; Florence M. Sleeper, Milford;
Carl D. Smith, Revere; Dwight F. Smith,
Skowhegan; Howard A. Stanley. Be c crly,
Mass.; Fred A. Stanley, Lynn, Mass.; Calvin
A. Swett, South Atkinson; Ernest 0. SwcfAser,
Cumberland Centre; H. D. T. Thatcher, Dex-
ter; E. L. Thompson, Quincy, Mass.; Benton
M. Thomas, Portland; Herbert A. Thomas,
Andover; Lucian A. Thomas, Rockland;
Edward C. Thomes, Portland; Ernest E. Traf-
ton, Auburn; Orlando W. Trask, Woodfords;
A. G. Walker, Thomaston; Arthur S. Ward,
Fryeburg; Robert A. Webster, Stockton; Frank
B. Weick, Springfield; Marion B. Wentv.orth,
Kennebunk Beach; Frank 0. White, Orono;
Arthur C. Whittier, Farmington; Charles R.
Williams, Putnam, Conn.; George S. Williams,
Augusta; R. P. Wilson, Deering; Cali A.
Woods, Knox Station; Ralph E. Wyman,
Woodfords.
1- 444
CHANGES IN THE FACULTY.
The following list includes the facuity pro-
motions, changes and new appointments for
the coming year.
Assistant Professor Orlando F. Lewis has
been promoted to be professor of modern lan-
guages.
Gilbert A. Boggs has been appointed instruc-
tor in chemistry.
Philip NV. Harry has been appointed in-
structor in modern languages.
Harold S. Boardman has been appointed in-
structor in civil engineering.
Fred H. Vose has been appointed instructor
in mechanical engineering.
George H. Davis has been appointed tutor
in electrical engineering.
5
John F.. Burbank has been appointed futor
in physics.
Frank H. Mitchell has been promoted to be
tutor in chemistry.
G. A. Thompson has been appointed tutor
in English.
Archer L. Grover has been appointed .phy si-
cal director.
H. \V. Britcher has been appointed assi.itant
zoologist in the Experiment Station.
Lewis R. Cary has been appointed assistant
in biology.
In the School of Law the following changes
lave been made.
F. J. Martin has been promoted from lec-
turer to instructor in law.
H. Clark has been promoted from lecturer
to instructor in law.
William R. Pattangall has been appointed
instructor in law.
Edgar M. Simpson has been appointed in-
structor in law.
Gilbert A. Boggs was graduated from the
University of Georgia in 1898, and was a grad-
uate student at the University of Pennsylva-
nia from 1898 to i9or, received the degrec of
Ph. D. in 1901.
Philip W. Harry is a graduate of the Johns
Hopkins University in 1898. He has been a
graduate student at that institution for two
years.
Mr. Boardman is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Maine, and was employed'here as tutor
in civil engineering from 1897 to 1899.
Mr. Burbank is a graduate of Bowdon] in
the class of 1897. He has spent two years in
graduate work at Harvard University where
he received the degree of M. A. He has been
assistant in physics at Bowdoin College, and
had entire charge of the department of physic3
in the year 1899-1900 during the absence of
the head of the department in Europe.
Mr. Thompson received the degree of B. A.
from the University of Illinois in 1898 and
the degree of M. A. at Harvard in 1901.
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Mr. Britcher is a graduate of Syracuse Uni-
ersity where he received the degree of B. C. E.
He has pursued graduate studies in biology at
Johns Hopkins University and has been assis-
tant in biology at that institution and at Syra-
cuse University.
Mr. Pattangall was a member of the class of
1884, University of Maine, and received the
degree of M. S. from this University in 1897.
He was admitted to the bar in 1893, and was
a prominent member of the Maine Legislature
in 1897 and 19ot.
Mr. Simpson received the degree of B. A.
from Bowdoin College in 1894. He was ad-
mitted to the bar in 1897, and has had several
years' experience in teaching.
++++++
U. OF M. ART GUILD.
The establishment of the University Guild
a little over a year ago was the beginning of
what has proved to be an enthusiastic interest
in art matters. When rooms were fitted up
for the use of the Guild in the Mount Vernon
House last fall, it was not expected that it
would be found necessary to look for more
commodious quarters before the end of the
year; yet such has been the growth of the col-
lection of pictures and other reproductions that
provision for a separate building has become
desirable, and now that the old gymnasium
has actually been moved and fitted over to serve
the needs of an art museum, the Guild congrat-
ulates itself on having made substantial pi og-
ress toward what should prove to be an im-
portant phase of the University work and
equipment.
The new building is located east of Wingate
I lall and a little to the north; the main room is
about 40 by 35 feet, the ceiling at a height of
20 feet affording excellent opportunity for ex-
hibiting relief sculpture. A smaller room wiii
serve as a cloak room and be useful for unpack-
ing casts and pictures.
It is the intention to use this building for
all the lectures on Classical Renaissance att. It
will be open to the students and the public at
least one day each week. The Young Men's
Christian Association will hold its meetings
here.
The cost of making the changes and repairs
has amounted to over six hundred dollars, and
this sum has been largely subscribed; the Trus-
tees of the University voted at their last meet-
ing to pay to the Guild within two years, three
hundred dollars of the amount expended on
the building. The Guild has added to.the ma-
terial equipment of the University a substantial
structure which becomes the center of art in-
terests not only at Orono, but, it may wc.11 be
said, of the eastern part of the state.
The purpose held in mind in collecting
works for the Guild is to illustrate, as well as
reproductions can do, the greatest periods of
the world's sculpture, the Greek and Italian,
and the highest achievements of modern paint-
ing, especially the Italian Renaissance. To
this end, the selections so far made have been
either Greek or Italian in workmanship, and
the arrangement of the casts and pictures ex-
hibited on the walls of the museum will be
governed by this idea.
Over a hundred dollars' worth of additional
casts have been ordered recently, and w hen
these and the art objects now in the Mount
Vernon house have been put into place in the
new building much will have been done to
bring before the students of the University the
relining and culture-giving influences of
ancient and modern art.
The equipment of the Guild is about as fol-
lows: Photographs, prints and engravings of
modern works, chiefly paintings, woo; photo-
graphs of classical art, 350; casts of classical
and renaissance sculpture, zo; framed pictures,
chiefly illustrating the Italian painters of the
15th and t6th centuries, 45; framed pictures of
Greek sculpture and architecture, zo, and Ian-
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tern slides to illustrate Greek and Roman art,
about 80o.
The establishment of the Guild and the work
it stands for have appealed so directly to the cit-
izens of Orono, Bangor and Old Town, not to
mention the faculty of the University, that
there is every reason to believe that the work
of the past year and a half will be more than
doubled within the same length of time, and
that the art collection at Orono will soon be
one of the most satisfactory for the histotical
study of art to be found at any American uni-
versity.
++++++
Y. M. C. A. NOTES.
The association began its work this fail by
conducting an information bureau in the Fresh-
men registration room. This was in charge of
a special committee who assisted the new stu-
dents in every way possible and also had ihem
fill out blanks similar to those used last year by
which religious statistics were obtained. The
results were very encouraging and showed a
much larger per cent. of members in evangelical
churches than last year. Handbooks were dis-
tributed free to all new students who had not
received one by mail and were distributed to
all others at the first chapel. The book this
year has the same attractive style as in the last
few years. Its contents are essentially the
same, with several additions among which is
the list of rules showing "who shall wear the
M," also a provisional football schedule.
The Northfield delegation this year was
composed of H. E. Cole, R. F. Chandler and A.
R. Benner, who report a very successful con-
ference and came back with many vahiable
ideas and methods which they are already em-
bodying in the work this fall. The association
wishes to express its thanks to all who sub-
scribed to the Northfield fund fm- the great
help it has thus given them.
The reception given by the association to the
new students was held Saturday evening, Sept.
2! St and passed off very successfully. The re-
ception committee was composed of Dr. and
Mrs. Harris, Dr. and Mrs. Fernald, Prof. and
Mrs. Huddilston and Mr. H. E. Cole.
Lemonade and fancy crackers were served
by Misses Blaisdell and Carr.
The speakers were Dr. Harris, Prof. Huddil-
ston, Mr. Grover and the president of the asso-
ciation. A piano duet by Misses Gilbert and
Atwell of Orono was also very much enjoyed.
The reception was very pleasantly
closed by all gathering about the piano and
singing college songs, accompanied by Pi of.
Harrington.
The association held its first meeting last
Sunday in their new room in the Art Building
and are hoping to have meetings with addresses
from some outside speaker about one Sunday
each month with special music. Prayer meet-
ings will be held as usual every Wednesday
evening at 6.45 and lasting until 7.30 in the
Y. M. C. A. room and the Bible study classes
every Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the
library reading room.
+4444+
FRESHMAN-SOPHMORE GAME.
The annual baseball game between the
freshman and sophomore classes took pace
Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 26. The sopho-
mores were defeated by a score of 13 to i after
a hard fought game.
During the game the customary scrap oc-
curred between the two classes for the su-
premacy of the grandstand. Even before the
game was called the freshmen crowded into
the grandstand and assumed the aggressive.
Only a small part of the sophomore class was
present for some reason, probably the most of
them were preparing their lessons for the fol-
lowing day and did not care to spend their time
in this manner, but, however this may be, the
fact remains that about a dozen sophomores at-
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tempted to storm the grandstand and for a
long time the fight raged fierce. At length a
flag was produced from some upper classman's
pocket and the freshmen who held it werc im-
mediately sat upon by the sophomores but not
until the freshmen had gained the open field.
Here the tide of victory rolled backward and
forward until at length the sophomores were
winded and the freshmen reigned supreme.
Happy Freshmen! They crowded the grand-
stand and with their untutored voices cheered
their team to victory. The freshmen ccrLain-
ly do not lack class spirit, even the freshmen
co-eds were present with their carriage robe
gaily embroidered with 1905.
+++44+
REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
During the summer vacation extensive re-
pairs have been made on several of the college
buildings. The old chapel has been di N ided
into five rooms,—a recitation room and a sem-
inary room for the department of modern lan-
guages, a recitation room and a laboratory for
the department of philosophy, and a large lec-
ture room for the department of history and
political economy.
In Oak Hall the room formerly occupied by
the Y. M. C. A., and the bath room, have been
divided into five student rooms. A new bath
room, in which there are tubs, shower baths,
n d basins, has been constructed in the base-
ment.
The rooms in Wingate Hall, formerly occu-
pied by the department of mathematics, have
been fitted for an advanced laboratory and a
private laboratory for the department of phy-
sics. The rooms of this department have been
painted and re-wired and the new rooms inted
with solid tables for experimental work.
On the athletic field a new roof has been built
over the grand stand making it much more
comfortable for spectators during the games.
An entire rearrangement of the library and
reading room has been made. The entrance
is now through the swinging doors opposite
the main entrance to Coburn Hall. The old
stack room, bright, airy and attractive is used
for a reading room. Here, also, reference
hooks are shelved, mail distributed, and text
1)ooks sold. Additional chairs and tables have
been provided, so that the overcrowding uhich
has occasionally occurred during the forenoon
is not possible. The old reading room, %rind'
has become the stack room, accommodates al:
the shelves that were in the old room and one
new stack.
The newspapers are on file in the front part
of the room formerly occupied by the secretary,
and public documents shelved in the rear ci the
same room. The room formerly used as the
President's office is now the librarian's work
room; the adjoining room is a store room for
periodicals waiting to go to the binder. The
changes give a pleasanter and more commo-
dious reading room, a separate newspaper
room, a comfortable work room, a store room
in which unbound periodicals may be consulted,
and additional shelf room for nearly 5,000
volumes, making it possible to get rid of the
familiar pile of books wherever a few inches of
unoccupied floor space could be found.
++4444
NEW COURSES.
A new course in mathematics, "Theory of
Numbers," will be offered this fall by Mr.
Siff.
The general course in advanced physics of-
fered in the fall term will consist this year of
Nipher's "Electricity and Magnetism." This
course is designed especially for graduate stu-
dents and for those undergraduates who make
a special study of mathematics, physics or
theoretical electricity.
Two new courses are offered in the dcpart-
ment of philosophy, a course in experimental
psychology and a course in pedagogy.
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Considerable has been said at one time and
another concerning this department of The
Campus and doubtless some of its readers are
already familiar with the periodical kicks com-
ing from the editor. However that may be we
repeat the same old story that the Alumni De-
partment will never be a brilliant feature .tvith-
out the aid of the alumni themselves. As you
know, the editorial staff of this paper is made up
of undergraduates. men who have a very lim-
ited acquaintance with the men who have gone
. forth from this institution in earlier years, and
unless the alumni themselves take enough in-
terest in this department to furnish news of one
another it can but remain as it is. Thanks to a
few we are able to have a medium department.
The Alumni Department could be made the
most interesting part of the paper but not by
one man. If you alumni will help us with
items of news concerning one another we think
that we can make the column in this depart-
ment of interest to all.
NOTICE.
In the next issue of The Campus we plan to
have as complete a list as possible of thc 1901
graduates, giving their addresses and present
occupations.
o .
George W. Chamberlain has been for SCN eral
years principal of Hunt School, Weymouth,
Mass. Mr. Chamberlain has recently been
elected secretary of the Genealogical But eau of
the Chamberlain Association of America. This
association, of which Maj. Gen. Jordan L.
Chamberlain is president, interests itself in the
-history and genealogy of all families sur-
named Chamberlain."
Frank E. Hull, of Gardiner, Me., is engineer
for the Kennebec Water Power Co., a corpora--
0(in representing all the manufacturers on the
Kennebec river. Mr. Hull has recently been
making a survey of Moosehead Lake including
an estimate for an increased storage of two
feet in depth of Nvater.
The First Congregational church in Newark,
N. J., celebrated its fiftieth anniversary on _lune
30. An elaborate souvenir has been issued.
It contains a picture of the church and portraits
of its six pastors. the first of whom was the
Rev. Charles Beecher and the last the Rev.
George L. Hanscom.
Mr. C. P. Weston, formerly instructor in
civil engineering, has been visiting on the
campus. He will enter Columbia this fall for
advanced work.
Mr. E. C. Upton, '97, formerly tutor in
Modern Languages. will pursue a course of
advanced xvork at Columbia this year.
Mr. Justin R. Clay was married Sept. 4th,
19o1, to Miss Mabel Harriet Coombs at Hallo-
well, Me.
Mr. Percy L. Ricker, 1899, has been ap-
pointed to an office in the Bureau of Plant In-
dustry, United States Department of Agricul-
ture, with duties in Washington.
1900.
M. C. Hart is with the Iowa Central R. R.
Co. His address is 204 E. Linn St., Marshall-
town, Iowa.
Mr. W. E. Caswell, 19oo, formerly assistant
in Physics, has secured a position as draughts-
man with the Portland Co. works.
Mr. C. H. Lombard, Iwo, formerly assis-
tant in Civil Engineering, has secured a posi-
tion at Bristol, Pa.. as civil engineer with the
Pennsylvania R. R.
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MUSICAL CLUBS.
H. JOHN HINCHLIFF,
Manager of the U. of M. Musical Clubs.
The U. of M. is indeed fortunate in having
a lot of good material for the musical clubs in
the entering class. At the first call for candi-
dates a good number of men came out and had
their voices tried. For first tenors the candi-
dates were: R. R. Drummond '05, W. E.
Scott; for second tenors, I. E. Treworgy '03,
C. D. Kittredge '05; for basses, E. Sweetser
'05, D. F. Smith '05, W. E. Fullom '05, B. E.
Ames '05, F. B.-Weick '05, John May '05, W.
F. Rastall '03, R. H. Allan '05, R. H. Fifield,
'05.
The following members of last year's club
are back: Kittredge '03, Silver '02, Hall '04,
Soderstrom 'at, Brown '04, Flint '04, R. C.
Baker '04, A. D. Case '04, Patrick '03, E. L.
Baker '03, and Kalinin '02.
These men, with the material from the fresh-
man class, should constitute the best clubs
U. of M. has ever had.
At the trial of candidates for the instru-
mental club twelve men responded and several
others who were unable to be present signified
their intention of trying later. Mr. E. L.
Baker, leader of the instrumental club, will get
the club under way as soon as possible.
Mr. J. H. Hinchliff, the manager of the
clubs, feels much encouraged at the way the
new men are showing up.. The clubs are now
on a good firm basis. There is plenty of good
material with which to work and the men, both
new and old, have taken hold at the beginning
with a spirit which ought to bring success to say
the least.
CHANGE IN RULES.
No student having an arrearage in a modern
language shall be allowed to register at the be-
ginning of the fall term for advanced work in
that language without the consent of the facul-
ty.
No student will be allowed to play on any
of the athletic teams, or enter at any field meet
under an assumed name.
Ivy Day exercises shall be omitted in 1902
and thereafter shall be in charge of the junior
class.
++++++
GYMNASIUM APPARATUS.
The date on which the gymnasium with its
fine equipment will be opened to the students
is not yet definitely known. Institutions that
have similar equipments for indoor athletics
usually make physical training ill the gymna-
sium supplementary to the out of door sports.
A committee of the faculty have the matter
in charge and doubtless will decide on a definite
(late soon.
The contract for furnishing the apparatus
for the gynmasinm was awarded to the Narra-
gansett Alachine Company and the apparatus
is already in place. It includes: Chest
weights, back and loin machines, sculling ma-
chine, neck . machine, giant pulley, leg pulley,
traveling parallels, breast bars, suspended hori-
zontal bar, climbing ropes, horses, jumping
boards, vaulting pole board, intercostal ma-
chines, paddle machine, wrist roll, abdominal
mat, rowing machine, quarter circle, wrist
machines, strap and cleat, vaulting bat, climb-
ing poles, bucks, jumping stands, traveling
rings and pipe beam.
This apparatus together with the bowling
alley, base ball cage and running track makes
the gymnasium the best in the state and one of
the best in New England.
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DR. HARRIS RESIGNED.
For the benefit of the readers of THE CAM-
PUS who are not in college we give a very brief
account of the resignation of Dr. Harris who
has been president of the University since
1893. We do not vouch for the accuracy of
this account as it is made up almost entirely
from the newspaper talk but give what is gen-
erally understood by the students. In a later
issue will appear a more complete statement in
regard to the date of leaving, character of in-
stitution to which he is going etc.
About the middle of August the friends of
the University were greived to receive the an-
nouncement that Dr. Harris was about to resign
his position as president of the University of
Maine. Later come the report that this was
true. Since college has opened but very little
has been added to this information. It seems
that thc resignation of Dr. Harris has not been
accepted by the Board of Trustees as yet and
how the matter will be settled is largely a mat-
ter of specularion. It is reported however that
Dr. Harris will not remain at the University but
will leave for good sometime in November to
occupy the position of Director at Jacob Tome
Institute, Maryland. This institute is an indus-
trial school of a wide range and has a student
body of about soo.
The reason for Dr. Harris' resignation is the
financial inducements offered. It has been sta-
ted that his salary will be $800 per month,
about double what he receives here.
Nothing but regret is heard from all who are
interested in the institution that Dr. Harris is
to sever his connection with this university. It
will be a difficult task to find a man who can
fill his place. What he has done for the insti-
tution can not be measured it) words nor dol-
lars. That his work here has been successful
can be seen by contrasting the Maine State
College of eight years ago to the Univsrsity
of today.
The man who is to till his place is not yet
decided upon. After his departure some mem-
ber of the faculty will act as president until the
new president is appointed. The question of
who this man is to be and of how successful he
will be is of vital importance to us all and it is
to be hoped that the trustees, as doubtless they
will, will look the ground over carefully and
not be too hasty in choosing the successor of
Dr. Harris.
+4444+
MILITARY.
Work in the military department will begin
immediately as General Runkle has completed
the selecting and arranging for a new set of
arms and accouterments. The work at first
will consist only of setting up exercises and
squad drill.
James A. Robinson & Son have on exhibi-
tion in their Main street show window samples
of the new regulation uniforms recently adopted
by the U. of M. The uniform consists of a
braided military blouse with the letters "Maine-
embroidered in gold on the collar; dark blue
trousers with an inch and a quarter black
stripes. The overcoats are cut surtout style
with cape. The officer's overcoat is the same
as a regular army officer's coat, buttoned with
frogs.
They also show the swords, belts, shoulder
straps, chevrons, etc., which are to be worn by
the officers and non-commissioned officers.
These uniforms were manufactured by the ret-
tibone Bros. Mfg. Co., of Chicago.
+44 14+
ATHLETICS.
FOOTBALL.
The outlook in football for this year is indeed
promising. Among the large number of men
in the entering class plenty of first class ma-
terial is found and although it is too early to
make any prophesies as to the success of the
I 2 THE CAMPUS
LUTHER PECK,
Manager of U. of M. Foot Ball Team.
team we feel that Nye may reasonably- expect
the best team that U. of M. has ever tinned
cut. From last year's team we have back with
us, Captain Dorticos, C. N. Rackliffe, A. R.
Davis, Wesley C. Elliott, Harry E. Duran,
J. H. Sawyer, A. G. Taylor, L. C. Bradford
and A. R. Towse who are in the game wt % lots
of enthusiasm. A few of the other men who
turn out regularly and are doing good work
are as follows: Barrows, '02, WhO last year
coached the Bar Harbor team, Mosher, '02,
Soderstrom, Vt. Macfarlane, '05, Bearce, '05,
Bailey, '05, Kingsbury. 'at. French, '05, Wil-
son. '05, Beattie, '05.
These men under the management of Coach
Farley are making great progress and arc show-
ing that he is by far the best football coach ever
at this institution. Mr. Farley as most of the
readers of The Campus already know played
end rush on the '98 team at Harvard and the
next year took part in the coaching at Cam-
bridge.
CARLOS DORTICOS,
Captain U. of M. Foot Ball Team.
There are quite a number of new men not
mentioned who will develop into valuable play-
ers, perhaps not this year, but before they com-
plete their course. The new men should not
become discouraged for some of the best play-
ers do not begin to develop until they ate
sophomore or even juniors.
E. 17 7 1. 17 1-
U. OF M. 39; M. C. I. 0.
The first foot ball game of the season was
played on the home grounds with the M. C. I.
boys. The weather was everything that could
be desired but owing to the late arrival of the
visitors the game was not finished until nearly
dark. The visiting team was composed of a
clean, manly set of fellows who played very
good foot ball for a prepatory school team.
For U. of M. coach Farley tried several combi-
nations and is satisfied from the men tried he
can pick a team that ought to make a good
showing against the other Maine college teams.
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In the last few minutes of play the Coach
tried A. R. Davis '02 in his old place as half
back and the way he got into the game showed
he was as full of snap and vim as ever. He
will probably play in his old position a part of
the games this season if his health permits.
Several other candidates are practicing for half
back and arc showing up in good shape. A. G.
Taylor '03 who played in several games last
season will undoubtedly play one half in most
of the games. Bradford '03 who also played
in a few games last season, is doing good work
and will be herd from this year. Parker '04
is also a good man at this position incl may be
played in some of the games.
For full back Captain Dorticos, '03 and Bar-
rows, '02 will probably change up. Soder-
strom, '04. and Macfarlane, '05 arc working
hard for the ends and stand a fair show of
making them. For guards and tackles there
arc Duran '02, Elliott '02, Towse '03, and Saw-
yer '04 from last year's team and Webber '04
and Bearce '05 who are new men that will make
the old men hustle for their places. Rackliff
'02 will be found at his old position at center
and may be depended upon. Kingsbury '04
and Bailey '05 are candidates for quarter back.
Kingsbury is rather light but Bailey is of fair
weight and understand the game in good shape.
lie will doubtless be a good man for the po-
sition.
The games of football to be played by the
four Maine colleges as scheduled arc as fol-
lows:
Sept. 26—U. of M. vs. Maine Central Insti-
tute at Orono.
Sept. 28—Bates vs. Exeter at Exeter.
U. of M. vs. Bangor Iligh at Orcho.
Bowdoin vs. N. 11. State College at
Brunswick.
Oct. 2—(Othy VS. Brown at Pn)vidence.
U. ot M. vs. Westbrook Seminary.
Bowdoin vs. Harvard at Cambridge.
Oct. 5.—Bates vs. Harvard at Cambridge.
U. of M. vs. Bar Harbor at Orono.
Oct. 9.—Bowdoin vs. Exeter at Brunswick.
U. of M. Open.
Oct. 12.—Colby vs. U. of M. at Orono.
Oct. 15.—Bates vs. U. of M. at Lewiston.
Oct. 16.—Bowdoin vs. Yale at New Haven.
Oct. 19.—Bates vs. U. of M. at Orono.
Oct. 22—Bates vs. Yale at New Haven.
Oct. 23.—U. of M. vs. Tufts at Bangor.
Oct. 24.—Bates vs. Mass. State College at
Amherst.
Oct. 26—Colby vs. Exeter at Exeter.
U. of M. vs. Westbrook Seminary at
Portland.
Bowdoin vs. Dartmouth. at Portland.
Nov. 2.—Bates vs. Colby at Lewiston.
Bowdoin vs. Amherst at Amherst.
U. of M. Open.
Nov. 9.—Colby vs. U. of M. at Water. ille.
Bates vs. Bowdoin at Lewiston.
Nov. 16.—U. of M. vs. Bowdoin at B-uns-
wick.
Nov. 23.—Colby vs. Bowdoin at Waterville.
Nov. 28.—Colby vs. Bar Harbor at Water-
ville.
BASE BALL.
The same experiment that was tried last fall
was tried again this fall, that of having the
coach with the team a week at the beginning
of the year. Coach Magill has been on the
campus for the last few days looking ovet the
material for next year's baseball team. IL was
much pleased with the material in the entering
class and feels sure that next year's team will
be much stronger than it was last year.
One game was played at Ohl Town Satur-
day. Sept. 21. Ouite a number of new men
were played and some g4140 players were
brought to notice fn )m the freshmen class. The
Old Towns were the victors, they getting 9
runs and U. of M. 6.
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THE WASHBURN BOOK ABOUT MAN-
DOLINS AND GUITARS.
Any one interested in the subject of mandolins and
guitars can obtain a beautiful book about them free by
writing to Lyon & Healy, Chicago. It contains portraits
of over too leading artists including Abt and Siegel, to-
gether with frank expressions of their opinion of the new
model NVashburn Instruments. Descriptions and prices
of all grades of Washburns, from the cheapest ($t5.00)
upwards, are given, together with a succinct account of
the points of excellence which every music lover should
see that his mandolin or guitar possesses. Lyon St Healy,
2o-4o Adams Street, Chicago.
A CHARMING BOOK ABOUT OLD
VIOLINS.
Violinists everywhere will hail with delight the beauti-
fully printed book about Old Violins, just published by
LyJn & Healy. It contains a list of solo violins offered
for sale at prices ranging from $35 to $1o,000 and also
sketches of the great violin makers. Sent free upon ap-
plication to Lyon & IIez.h, 20-40 Adams Street, Chicago.
Eyes Cested free
By a Regular Graduate in Optics
Solid Gold Frames, warranted 
Gold Filled Frames, warranted  1.00
Steel or Nickel Frames. warranted  50
Best Spherical Lewes, per pair 50e to $1 00Arth ur igen Optical 28 MAIN ST., BANGOR, ME.
Next door to Sweet's Drier Store
WARREN GRAFFA 31,
IWALER IN
Second . Hand . and . Antique . Furniture
Stoves, Carpets of All Kinds, Dishes, Etc.
sa-Special Attention Given to Ordered Work, Repairing
and Jobbing.
44 CENTRAL STREET, BANGOR, ME.
WE WANT Not BELGIAN HARES But
COLLEGE HAINt-i.
The New Bloc Store BARBER SHOP,
TIMOTHY E. CON NOR, PROP.
First shop ahoy, E x change Street
Depot. tor. Wa,,Iiington St.
I-p one flight. Three Chairs.
71 Exchange St.,
Bangor
NO OPTICIAN 
in Eastern Maine
is Better Equipped than Cove lie
Free Examination, and (.?ii k k Prc•cription k.
WA*TERNIAteg-tDrAt--'
high Ideals
lead to success in life and in fountain pen manu-
facture.
Waterman Ideals
are not high—in price—but in quality they are
beyond the reach of rivalry.
Gold Medal and Highest Award at the International Exposi-
tion Universelle, in Paris, 1900.
L. E. Waterman Co., m Largestan uf'r's iFnoteitedttvO nworld. 
155-157 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
3. h. T. Weferling,
uienna cafe, e
01 Main Street, Bangor, Maine.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
A Well Dressed Man
tn()re particular about his neckwear
than anything else. Its always in evi-
dence.
Our Spring Styles Are Ready.
Get our prices on Dress Suits. You
will be well dressed.
"THE HUB"
Harry D. Stewart,
norse. Oliver Bid, State and Exchange Sts.
H. J. COVELLE, Optician, 54 Main St., Bangor ••Coine in and see US." We enjoy Callers.
Students, patronize those who patronize us.
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EDITORIALS.
THE football game last Saturday was satis-factory to the U. of M. in every respect.
A large share of our success was with-
out doubt due to the thorough and up-to-date-
coaching that the team has received, and so
again we come back to the old maxim that "it
pays to buy the best." There has never been
a time in U. of M. football history -,vhen
there has been as much confidence placed in a
coach and team as at the present, and there has
never before been a team with the reserved
strength which our present team possesses. It
was a new sight to see eleven substitutes on
the side lines and to know that we could fill
nearly every position on the team with a sub-
stitute as good as the principal. As satisiyiug
and encouraging as this fact is, it is nothing
more than should be vhen we take into consid-
erati(mn the material and financial support
which footbr,11 1-.as at this college. Although
we have won one college game and did it easily
Ict us l)cA% are of an undue sense of our import-
ance for there are other games coming which
will iy)t be easily WM,
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THE prettiest part of the Colby gank lastSaturday was the perfect good feeling
that seemed to exist between the two
colleges. One instance of sportsmanlike con-
duct on the Fart of the Colby captain ottg:tt to
be recorded. At the beginning of the second
half Captain Saunders told his men that he
wanted only clean, straight playing on their
part, he said : "Those fellows are playing a
clean game and I don't want any of your dirty
work." The cheers that greeted this speech
showed that the students highly appreciated
this gentlemanly act on the part of tire Colby
captain.
Whatever the feeling of U. of M. Students
toward Captain Saunders might have been be-
fore the game it is certainly a much different
one now. No one who saw him toward the
last of the game, trying to play his position
when he could hardly stand, could fail to re-
spect his pluck and determination. Losing the
game was certainly no disgrace to Colby for
hampered as she is with a lack of material and
with almost no coaching it was much to her
credit to make the good showing which she did.
Colby as a college must have grit and pluck
or she could never, with her somewhat small
entering class, make the important factor in
intercollegiate athletics which she does.
.01 Js .sis
CONSIDERABLE has been written at onetime and another in regard to the
mooted question whether the world is
growing better or worse as it progresses. Nov
this is certainly far too deep a question for
TIIE CAMPUS to meddle with, and besides,
THE CAMPUS has troubles of its own just at
present, but it can take a look at a very- Anall
yet not unimportant part of the world, the
abode of rest known as Oak Hall. Once upon
a time away back in the early history of Oak
Hall the good old custom was established that
periodically, or even semi-periodically, there
should be nights set apart for amusement and
rest for wearied brains, and, to save words,
these entertainments were called "round ups."
It is concerning, not against, these ancient
toms which have descended to us that we wish
to speak.
As long as Oak Hall stands we shall un-
doubtedly have occasional "round ups" which
are all very well but let them be occasional.
Better have one night with everybody out and
chaos everywhere, than three half-hearted at-
tempts per week, but whether we have one or
forty, we should not forget for a moment that
we are living in a very well finished modern
dormitory, and not in a fire proof, steel finished
building with wrought iron stairs and a twelve-
inch drain pipe running the whole length of
every corridor. Oak Hall floors are not water
proof, and if freshmen need wetting there is
plenty of room out of doors; neither is its w alls
or stairways incapable of being destroyed, but
ii is a better dormitory than nine-tenths of the
New England colleges can show. Yet we are
thoughtlessly causing it to assume the dingy,
battered appearance of dormitories in other and
older institutions. Look at the splintered
stairs, at the scarred stair posts, at the marks
on the wall casings, at the blackened floor.
Every freshman's bed that comes tumbling
down the once polished stairway make new
dents and splinters. Every football kicked
about the corridors makes more scars and more
repair bills and every pail of water thrown on
the floors makes them just so much weaker.
Is it to be wondered at that we find a heavy
bill for repairs at the end of each term? Is it
surprising that Oak Hall is gradually losing
the lustre and beauty of its inside finish? It is
more surprising that it doesn't look worse than
it does.
Now we students who live in Oak Hall are
enjoying privileges not to be found anywhere
else on the campus; we have one of the best
buildings belonging to the institution and en-
tirely to ourselves, and there is no restriction
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cf any kind held over us. Isn't it our duty
then to have a thought of the damage we may
do even when engaged in our amusement? If
no sense of duty comes in our thoughts at least
our pocketbooks should, for every bit of dam-
age that is done is paid for and paid for well by
the students themselves.
++++++
MILITARY.
Military drill has at length begun in good
earnest. General Runkle returned to college
Oct. i and immediately began the study of the
tactics with the officers. On Oct 7 the fresh-
man class was lined up for the first time and
the old time sights of squads of freshmen un-
dergoing drill was again to be seen. A few
days later the recruits were divided into three
companies, these companies taking turn in
drilling under the direction of the general. The
sophomore and junior classes will begin drill
Nov. 1. These men begin drill later because
it was thought so many raw recruits could not
be handled advantageously at the same time.
Most of the students who are required to
drill have already ordered their uniforms; these
are expected about Nov. f. Some men, how-
ever, ordered their uniforms later, so the entire
battalion cannot be uniformed probably before
the middle of November.
The battalion will number about 265 officers
and men, by far the largest ever drilled on the
campus. The rules governing those exempt
from drill are rather more rigid than they
were under the old system of military regula-
tion. The chapel choir is the only organiza-
tion entirely exempt from drill. The glee and
musical club men are relieved from drill only
so long as they are doing work in the clubs
equivalent to that of military drill. The foot-
ball men will be required to drill as soon as
the football season is over.
It has been nearly three years since there
has been any military drill at this institution
sc it is slow work getting military instruction
started. The officers were first instructed, bat.
from raw recruits, or at least men who have
had but a very little experience in military
matters, it is impossible to develop -trained
officers in the short time devoted to the Mitt tic-
tion.
We have the material and instructor at hand
to make an excellent battalion, a battalion to
which every man in the institution would be
proud to belong and whether we do this or not
depends on us students so let us take hold of
military as we do of other college interests and
make it a grand success.
The officers of the three companies into
which the battalion is divided are as follows :
COMPANY A.
Captain— W. H. Eldridge.
First Lieutenant—E. J. Bartlett.
Second Lieutenant—F. E. Pressey-.
First Sergeant—P. D. Simpson.
Duty Sergeants—H. A. Smith, H. V. Shee-
han. R. L. Cooper, B. W. Goodwin.
Corporals—J. R. McCreadey, 0. L. Goodrich,
H. F. French, R. C. Davis, C. W. Lewis, H.
K. Rogers, C. W. Stone, Jr., A. R. Towse.
COMPANY B.
Captain—E. S. True.
First Lieutenant—W. C. Elliott.
Second Lieutenant—J. C. Warran.
First Sergeant—E. T. Hartford.
Duty Sergeants—C. E. Everett, V. E. Ell-
strom. H. K. Crocker, H. D. Whitney.
Corporals—R. H. White, L. B. Crabtree, C.
A. Loud, H. M. Soper. C. Dorticos, S. J.
Foster, S. P. Graves, T. E. Leary.
COMPANY C.
Capt., A. C. Lyon.
ist Lieut., A. F. 'Wheeler.
211(1 Lieut.. E. A. Porter.
1st Sergt., R. E. Mullaney.
Duty Sergts., W. H. Rastall, M. C. Wiley.
I. E. Treworgy, P. H. Harris, F. McCul-
lough.
Corporals, W. C. Loud, K. A. Sinclair,
M. M. Blaisdell, A. R. Benner. R. F. Chandler,
L. A. Chesley, L. M. Coffin, W. L. Cole.
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Are you going over to Water-
ville?
A large party of students
attended the Maine Music
festival at Bangor; all report a
most enjoyable time.
The freshmen are wondering when the
sophomores are going to deliver those peanuts.
The former won the ball game and it is LO more
than right that they should have them. This
is a well-established custom and 1904 cannot
afford to depart from it.
Officers ordering military suits should not
neglect to get them one size too large.
The football schedules which were passed
among the students recently are the compli-
ments of the "Record Print," Bangor, and
\ vcre very much appreciated by the student
body.
Henry French, '02, spent Saturday and Sun-
day with relatives in Foxcroft.
A. S. Ward, '05, is doing a rushing busi-
ness with his barber chair at 103 Oak Hall. He
does his work in first class style and will surely
meet with success.
There are 83 students rooming at Oak Hall
at present; this is the largest number yet
recorded.
A number of people from different parts of
the state who attended the Music Festiva: at
Bangor took the opportunity offered them and
visited the U. of M. campus.
B. J. Woodman, ex-'04, has been appointed
postmaster at Westbrook, Me., after one oi the
hottest contests seen in that place for some
time. Mr. Woodman receives a salary of
$20oo per year and is the youngest pos1:1:aster
in Maine.
Will Barrows has left college to coach the
Bar Harbor football team for the remainder of
the season.
A meeting of the sophomore class was held
Monday, Oct. 7, at which the following oCricers
were elected : President, P. L. Bean; 1st vice
.president, Miss Webber; 2nd vice president,
T. C. Herbert; secretary, R. H. Flynt; tteas-
urer, F. W. Talbot.
W. Porter Beck, who was formerly assistant
in physics, attended the game Saturday.
F. H. Webster, '03, was obliged to leave col-
lege on account of illness.
The Y. M. C. A. held an especially good
meeting. Oct. 6, in its new quarters in the Art
building. This meeting was held as an intro-
duction to the Bible studies, which will be
taken up each Sunday for the remainder of the
year. Rev. Mr. Penman of Bangor gave a
very interesting address on the Bible and
Madam Brooks also of Bangor sang several
selections.
There are several mild cases of diphtheria in
Orono village. As yet none of the students
have been attacked.
NV. H. Eldridge, who was injured xvhile
playing football, has been able to attend his
recitations during the last week.
A very pretty party was given by Mrs. Briggs
at the Mt. Vernon House Friday evening. The
interior of the house was tastefully decorated
with autumn leaves. Dancing and xvhist were
enjoyed up to a late hour.
The annual faculty reception was given Fri-
day evening by Pres. and Mrs. Harris at their
home. A large number of Orono and Bangor
people were present.
The members of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
gave a very enjoyable dancing party Friday
night at their fraternity house.
Miss Mary Wilhains of Bangor has entered
the University as a specfal.
Dr. Fernald is attending the Congregational
Ministerial Conference held at Portland this
week.
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By a vote of the faculty the bell is to be
rung at the end of every recitation in the after-
noon. Heretofore it has been the custom to
ring it only in the morning, and those who had
recitations in the afternoon were often late to
recitation, as the time for recitation would slip
by and they would be unaware of it. Last
Tuesday, when the bell was rung for the first
time in the afternoon, great surprise and won-
der was manifesled by a crowd who collected
in front of Wingate I fall, thinking there was a
fire or that the bell was out of order.
1- H4+
MAINE NIGHT.
Following the enthusiastic college meeting
held recently at which a larger sum than ever
before was raised for the support of foctbali
this fall comes the announcement of "Maine
n ight."
On Friday evening, Oct. 18, the night before
the Bates game to be played on Alumni field,
there will be held in the college chapel, under
the auspices of the Athletic association, a meet-
ing of the student body, faculty, alumni and
friends of the university, at which, among
others, Pres. Harris, Dr. Jordan, director of the
New York Experiment station, Col. I. K. Stet-
son of Bangor, Hon. L. C. Southard, president
of the Boston Alumni Association of the
U. of M., W. R. Howard of Belfast, F. W.
Farley, the football coach, and Carlos Dorticos,
captain of this year's football team, will be ask-
ed to speak.
A general invitation will be sent to all the
alumni in Bangor and throughout the state to
return for this event, which it is planned to
make an annual one, and to remain over to
witness the Bates game of the following day.
Special plans are being made to provide music
for the occasion. While "Maine night" wil:
be primarily for the students, past and present,
of the university, the public will be welcome.
NOTICE.
Owing to a mistake a copy of the last
CAMPUS was not sent to all the members of the
freshman class. We shall try to reach the re-
mainder with this issue with the same under-
standing as before, that the paper will be sent
at the regular subscription price unless orders
are given to the business manager to discon-
tinue it.
MUSICAL CLUBS.
Work in the musical clubs is being carried
forward as rapidly as possible and things look
promising for a successful season's work. Mr.
Hinchliffe, the manager, has been on a trip up
in Aroostook county arranging a series of con-
certs to be given during the Thanksgiving
recess. The clubs have been very popular in
this section of the state, as in every other
which they have visited, and are sure of a
cordial welcome.
The men are turning out well for the instru-
mental club. At the last rehearsal there were
twelve mandolin players present besides a good
representation from the other instruments.
Rehearsals of the glee club are held regularly
under the direction of Prof. Harrington and
xvith a lot of work the glee club should make
a very satisfactory showing.
A provisional club has been chosen consist-
ing of the following men:
First tenors, R. R. Drummond, W. E. Scott,
C. A. Kittredge. H. J. Hinchliffe. Second
tenors, E. L. Baker, A. E. Silver, C. D. Kit-
tredge, C. L. Soderstrom, G. Hall, E. 0.
Sweetser. First basses, R. C. Baker, A. D.
Case, S. E. Patrick. F. Kallom, B. Ames,
W. E. Fullom. Second bases, E. E. Brown,
G. McFarlane, J. N. Merrill, C. D. Smith, R.
Flynt.
20 THE CAMPUS
'73.
F. Lamson Scribner, agrostologist of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, was chair-
man of the Jury of Awards.on Agriculture at
the Pan-American exposition at Buffalo.
90.
Edward H. Kelley, managing editor of the
Bangor Daily Commercial, has returned from
a week's trip to the Pan-American exposition
at Buffalo, and other places, including Niagara
Falls, Montreal, Lakes Champlain and George
and Saratoga. The trip was made with a
party of railroad superintendents of Nev Eng-
land.
H. P. Gould has been appointed a special
agent in the division of pomology, U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture. He was formerly
connected with the Iai-v1a11(1 Agricultural col-
lege at College Park, 1\ 1(1.
90.
C. P. Weston is taking an advanced course
at Columbia University. Address, 314 \Vest
113th street, New York.
'oo.
J. Arthur Hayes is chemist for the Mat tin
and \Villiam H. Nickerson Paper Co., of
Manymunk, Philadelphia, Penn. Address,
66o8 Ridge avenue.
MEMBERS OF 1901.
Following is a very nearly complete list o!
the 1901 graduates giving their occupation
and in cases where it was available their
address. A few members of the class we
could not reach but hope to at a later date:
M. J. Bartlett is principal of Bingham High
school, Bingham, Me. Address at Bingham.
C. W. Bartlett was on the campus last week.
He is working. for his father in North New
Portland, Me. Address at this place.
W. R. Bartlett is principal of a high school
at Eliot, Maine, and may be addressed at
that place.
J. H. Bixby is &alighting at Harrisburg.
Pa.
0. M. Bixby is employed as draughtsman in
the General Electric Co., Schnectady, New
York.
W. H. Boardman is employed in Lebanon,
Pa. Address, 1003 Cumberland street.
F. H. Bogart is draftsman with the Knok
Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass. Address.
19 Northampton avenue.
Thomas Buck is taking advanced work in
mathematics at the University of Chicago.
Address in care of the University.
L. R. Cary, assistant in biology at the Uni-
versity of Maine. Address, U. of M., Orono.
A. L. Cobb is engaged in wiring for a con-
cern in Chicago, Ill.
C. E. Crosby is employed as Railway Postal
clerk. Address, Albion, Me.
F. M. Davis is at work for the Kcllog
Switchboard and Supply Co., Chicago, Ill.
Address, 237 South Leavitt St.
G. H. Davis, assistant in electrical engiareer-
ing at University of Maine. Address, U. of M.,
Orono.
B. F. Faunce is drafting in the office of the
Pennsylvania Steel Co. Address, 206 Pine St.,
Steelton, Penn.
E. E. Fitzgerald is assistant in Old Town
High school. Address, Old Town, Me.
H. M. Folsom has entered a theological
seminary in New York city.
G. L. Fraser is assistant in the Orono High
school. Address, Orono, Me.
J. E. French is at work for the Brown &
Sharp Manufacturing Co., Providence, R. I.
Address, 307 California avenue, Providence.
R. I.
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G. E. Goodwin is serving the government as
inspector at Pigeon Cove, Mass., and may be
addressed at that place.
Emily Hamlin is at her home in Orono.
Address, Orono.
C. D. Harvey is traveling for the Burbank
Manufacturing Co., of Boston. Address,
Lewiston, Me.
L. H. Harvey is assistant at University oi
Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
E. J. Howe is employed as draughtsman for
Norcross Brothers, architects, Worcester,
Mass. Address, 682 Main St.
H. P. Hoyt is draughting in Pittsburg, Pa.
Address, 245 4th St.
P. R. Keller is in a draughting room at Pitts-
burg, Pa. Address, 245 4th St.
M. B. Merrill. principal of high school at
Alilford. Address, Stillwater, Me.
B. C. Martin is engaged as civil engineer
with the B. & A. R. R., now working on the
Ashland branch.
F: L. Martin is in charge of the advertising
department of the Kellog Switchboard and
Supply Co., Chicago, Ill. Address, 237 South
Leavitt St.
C. A. Mitchell is in charge of a temporary
machine shop used in the construction of a
central heat, light and power station at the
University of Chicago. His address is Power
Station, Hyde Park, Chicago, Ill.
P. L. Nickerson is in business with his
father at Swanville, Me. He was married this
summer to Miss Josie Strout of Orono, who
is a sister of Howard Strout, '00. Mr. Nicker-
son may be addressed at Swanville.
H. C. Pritltem is at work in the United
States Chemical building in Portland. Ad-
dress, 221 Cumberland St.
A. H. Robinson is on the staff of the Wester-
ly- Sun in Providence, R. I. Address in care
of the Westerly Sun.
S. D. Thompson is employed as reporter on
the Bangor Daily Commmercial. Address in
care of Commercial.
L. G. Varney is employed in the York
Haven Power and Water Co., York Haven,
Pa. Address in care of the company.
T. H. Ward is employed in the 146th St.
and Lenox avenue repair shop of the Metro-
po:itan Street Railway Co., New York. Ad-
dress 332 West 145th street.
F. E. Watts has made a visit to the Pan-
.
American Exposition and is now employed as
draughtsman for The Holly Motor Co., Bi ad-
ford, Pa. Address, 53 Rockland avenue,
Bradford, Pa.
E. L. Watson is in the Maintenance of Way
Department, Maine Central R. R. Address,
5 Noble St., Brunswick, Me.
R. G. Wormell is in the Maine Ceptral ma-
chine shop, Waterville, Maine. Address in
care of the shop.
++144+
ATHLETICS.
U. OF M., 6; BAR HARBOR, 0.
On Saturday afternoon, Oct. 5, at Lindall's
park, Bar Harbor, the U. of M. and Bar Har-
bor elevens lined up for their second game this
season. Nearly five hundred persons were in
attendance and the game was snappy and well
orth watching. As in the other game,
U. of M. played with Bar Harbor, the idea was
to get all the defensive work possible so
possible chances to add to the score were
neglected for the practice. There was quite
an improvement noticeable in the U. of M. boys
since their former game with Bar Harbor. The
interference was bunched rather better and
better team work was shown on the whole. As
much as the team has improved there is yet
a great deal for it to do before it carries away
even its fair share of football honors this fall.
There is lots of hard work needed and the
team is by no means strong enough to afford
to lose even a night's hard and conscientious
practice. The line up:
THE CAMPUS
COACH FARLEY.
L. OF M.
Cole
Towse  r. t.
McFarlane  r. g. McOuinn
Rackliff  c. Savage
Duran I g. Brawn
Elliott 1 't Bernardini
Ricker 1 e Roberts
Bailey  q. 1). Carter
Parker 1 h b F Conners
Taylor r h b. Alley
Webber f b Barrows
Touchdown, Taylor. Goal, Bean Recite,
Ned Murray. Time keepers, A. L. Stafford,
E. L. Smith. Linesmen, H. M. Hodgkins,
Picker. Time, 15m. halves.
BAR HARBOR.
r e Jellison
R Conners
U. OF M., 5; BAR HARBOR, o.
An exceptionally good game of football was
played on Alumni field, Wednesday, Oct. 2,
when U. of M. lined up against the Bar Harbor
team. Although the visitors were a little
lighter than the U. of M. boys they had had
more practice and so managed to keep the game
close and interesting. The game was played
throughout with the idea of giving U. of M.
all the defensive practice possible so when they
gained the ball they punted nearly every time
and kept up their defensive work. This prac-
tice was just w hat the team needed as it was
particularly weak on the defensive. Another
weak spot was shown to be the interiercnce
which has been remedied to a considerable ex-
tent. Several changes were made in the
U. of M. line up, giving more new men a
chance to show their metal.
The visiting team played a smart, snappy
game and their interference was particularly
good, but the fact that this is the fifth season
the team has been together partially explains
their good team work.
The line up:
U. OF M., BAR HARBOR.
McFarlane r e H Carter
To w se  r. t. R Conners
Sawyer  r. g. Small
Rackliffe  c. Savage
Duran 1 g. Brown
Elliott 1 t Berna rdini
Cole, Blaisdell, Beattie, I. e. Roberts
Bailey  q. b. A Carter
Taylor r h. b. Alley
Bradford, Parker. I. h. b. F Conners
Dorticos  f. b. Jellison
Touchdown, Taylor. Referee, Ned Murry,
Bar Harbor. Umpire, W. C. Mutty, Old
Town. Time keepers, Ross and Smith. Lines-
men, H. M. Hodkins and P. E. Meal thy.
Time, 15m. halves.
U. OF M., 2nd, 32; BUCKSPORT, 6.
On Wednesday, Oct. 9, the U. of M. second
football eleven played a game with the Bucks-
port seminary team. The visitors had rather
a light team and could do but little against the
heavier college men, The U. of M. second
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eleven is very nearly as heavy as the 'varsity
and in fact two of last year's 'varsity men
played a part of the game. For the visitors,
Kendall played a splendid game and is the Lack-
bone of the team; at one time he made a long
gain through tackle, which resulted in a touch-
down. For U. of M., Talbot, '04, showed up
in fine shape behind the line. With more
practice he should make a valuable man for the
first eleven. With a few exceptions the line-
men played a strong game and made several
gains when playing on the defensive.
U. of M., 12; Colby, o.
It was a happy and boisterous crowd of U.
of M. students that paraded the streets Of
Bangor until a late hour Saturday night for the
football eleven had played and won its first
college game of the season and once more
Colby was defeated. The weather was perfect
and a good sized crowd witnessed the game.
Nearly 200 people ‘vere present from Bangor
besides good delegations from the nearer
towns.
The game was full of ragged playing by
both teams though U. of M. showed up much
the better, playing a very good game on the
offensive side, while Colby was slow to start at
times, frequently losing ground through this
fault. Colby has been much hampered by the
lack of a coach and did not appear to have her
signals by any means perfect. On defense
Colby played a fairly good game but could not
stop our gains.
Maine kicked off, Dorticos sending the
ball well down the field, where a Maine man
fell upon it. In the scrimmage Colby got the
ball on a fumble and lost five yards at the first
line up. Hawes punted, sending the ball to
Maine's 15-yard line and Davis brought it back
4 yards. Webber went around left end for 10
yards; next through left guard and tackle for
two yards. Davis gained one around right end
and Webber two through the line. On the
next down Webber crashed through the line
for a touchdown. Dorticos kicked the goal.
Colby kicked to Davis, who made a splendid
25-yard run. On the first down Davis gained
10 yards through right end and tackle but was
injured and retired from the game, his place
being filled by Taylor. The first half ended
with the ball in U. of M.'s possession on
Colby's 5-yard line.
In the second half Saunders kicked to
Webber, who brought the back 22 yards.
Webber gained 6 yards through right tackle
and 5 more around left end. Taylor made
a two and five yard gain through the line,
Maine failing to make the required distance
punted and Blaisdell fell on the ball. Taylor
made a yard around left and Webber went ot4
of the game at this point, Dorticos going full
back and Elliott tackle. In the next rush
Keen, Colby's big tackle had the wind knocked
out of him and Staples was substituted. Dor-
ticos went through him for a yard and in the
next play around the end for a touchdown.
He kicked the goal, making the score 12 to 0
in favor of U. of M.
There was no scoring for the remainder of
the game, both teams punting frequently. The
game closed with Maine in charge of the ball
on Colby's 25-yard line.
TIIE LINE UP.
U. of M. Colby
Blaisdell re . Saunders
Towse  rt . Cowing
Sawyer rg  Clark
Rackliffe . c . Lawson
Duran Ig . Williams
Dorticos, Elliott. . . It . . Keen
Cole . le Rockwood
Bailey . . qb . Palmer
Bradford . . rhb Hawes
Davis, Taylor . lhb . Haggerty
Webber, Dorticos . fb . . Biglow•
Touchdowns, Webber, Dorticos; Goals from
touchdowns, Dorticos, 2. Time 20 and 15-,
halves, Referee, Leighton. Umpire, Mutty.
Linesmen, Dudley and Davis.
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THE WASHBURN BOOK ABOUT MAN-
DOLINS AND GUITARS.
Any one interested in the subject of mandolins and
guitars can obtain a beautiful book about them free by
writing to Lyon & Healy, Chicago. It contains portraits
of over too leading artists including Abt and Siegel, to
-
gether with frank expressions of their opinion of the new
model Washburn Instruments. Descriptions and prices
of all grades of Washburns, from the cheapest ($15.00)
upwards, are given, together with a succinct account of
the points of excellence which every music lover should
see that his mandolin or guitar possesses. Lyon & Healy,
20-40 Adams Street, Chicago.
A CHARMING BOOK ABOUT OLD
VIOLINS.
Violinists everywhere will hail with delight the beauti-
fully printed book about Old Violins, just published by
Lyon & Healy. It contains a list of solo violins offered
for sale at prices ranging from $35 to $to.000 and also
sketches of the great violin makers. Sent free upon ap-
plication to Lyon & He41y, 20-40 Adams Street, Chicago.
Eyes Cested free
By a Regular Graduate in Optics
Solid Gold Frames, warranted 
Gold Filled Frames, warranted 
Steel or Nickel Frames. warranted
$3.S5
1.00
 
.30
Best Spherical Lenses per pair Lee to $1.00
Arthur Allen Optical Co.. =';',`,AII.?,7:.;01 1Net?EiRi3j4i1 :*Store
WARREN GRAFFAM9
DEALER IN
Second . Hand . and . Antique . Furniture,
Stoves, Carpets of All Kinds, Dishes, Etc.
al-Special Attention Given to Ordered Work, Repairing
and Jobbing.
44 CF:NTRAL BANGOR, ME.
College Barber Shop.
When you want a First-Class Shave or hair Cut
call at the Barber Shop on the Campus, and we
guarantee satisfastion.
A. S. WARD, Prop.
 
103 OAK HALL.
NO OPTICIAN 
in Eastern Maine
is Better Equipped than Covelle
Free 1:xaminations and Q.9ick Pre-cription
11. J. COVELLE, Optician, 54 Main St., Bangor
Students, patronize those
WAiTRIVAITS-1 CI CAL "
High Ideals
lead to success in life and in fountain pen manu-
facture.
Waterman Ideals
are not high—in price—but in quality they are
beyond the reach of rivalry.
Gold Medal and Highest Award at the International Ea posi-
tion Universeile, in Paris. 1900.
L. E. Waterman Co:, ,sumung;:st it-weitvonrz,
155-157 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
3. I. Wererling,
Uienna Cafe,
91 main Street, Bangor, Maine.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
A Well Dressed Man
Is more particular about his neckwear
than anything else. Its always in evi-
dence.
Our Spring Styles Are Ready.
Get our prices on Dress Suits. You
will be Nvell dressed.
"TITE HUB"
Harry D. Stewart,
horse, Oliver Bld, State and Exchange Sts.
-Come in and See Us." We enjoy Callers.
who patronize us.
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